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Improving the Biodegradative Capacity of Subsurface Bacteria

M. F. Romine* andF. J. Brockman

Pacific Northwest Lab

The continual release of large volumes of synthetic materials into the environment by

agricultural and industrial sources over the last few decades has resulted in pollution of the

subsurface environment. Cleanup has been difficult because of the relative inaccessibility of the

contaminants caused by their wide dispersal in the deep subsurface, often at low concentrations

and in large volumes. As a possible solution for these problems, interest in the introduction of

biodegradative bacteria for in situ remediation of these sites has increased greatly in recent years.

(Timmis et al. 1988)

Selection of biodegradative microbes to apply in such cleanup is limited to those strains that

can survive among the native bacterial and predator community members at the particular pH,

temperature, and moisture status of the site (Alexander, 1984). The use of microorganisms

isolated from subsurface environments would be advantageous because the organisms are

already adapted to the subsurface conditions. The options are further narrowed to strains that are

able to degrade the contaminant rapidly, even in the presence of highly recalcitrant

anthropogenic waste mixtures, and in conditions that do not require addition of further toxic

compounds for the expression of the biodegradative capacity (Sayler et al. 1990).

These obstacles can be overcome by placing the genes of well-characterized biodegradative

enzymes under the control of promoters that can be regulated by inexpensive and nontoxic

extemal factors and then moving the new genetic constructs into diverse $'roups of subsurface

microbes. The objective of this research is to test this hypothesis by comparing expression of

two different toluene biodegradative enzymatic pathways from two different regulatable

promoters in a variety of subsurface isolates.



Construction of Plasmids

Two plasmids, pMMB66EH (Furste et al. 1986) and pNM185 (Mermod et al. 1986), were

chosen as vehicles for transferring genes encoding recruited enzymes into selected subsurface

isolates because they can be maintained in a wide variety of microorganisms. Each of these

plasmids also encode both antibiotic resistance markers, which will allow us to monitor transfer

of the plasmid into the subsurface isolates, and a regulatable promoter to which we can join the

recruited genes. The Escherichia coli-derived ptac promoter in pMMB66EH is negatively

regulated by the product of the plasmid-encoded lacI gene. Repression of transcription from this

promoter can be relieved by adding the chemical isopropylthiogalactoside (IPTG). The

Pseudomonas putida -derived ptol promoter in pNM185 is positively regulated by the product of

the plasmid-encoded xylS gene and the coinducers benzoate and m-toluate.

Two enzymes, toluene dioxygenase (tod) and toluene-4-monooxygenase (tmo), which have

the ability to degrade both toluene and trichloroethylene (TCE), were selected as the initial

model systems for enzyme recruitment. The DNA encoding tod and tmo were recruited from P.

putida F1 and P. mendocina KR1, respectively. Four plasmid vehicles were constructed as are

shown in figure 1.

Transfer and Expression of Recruited Enzymes in Subsurface Bacteria

Fifty-five isolates from the P24 borehole at the Savannah River site in South Carolina were

screened for inherent kanamycin and ampicillin resistance. Of the isolates, 29 were unable to

grow on the antibiotic-containing media. Based on preliminary typing of these strains by R.

Reeves and D. Balkwill at Florida State University, eight antibiotic-sensitive representative

strains from different bacterial groups were chosen for enzyme recruitment. These strains are



BO615, Rhodospirillum rubrum; BO724, Arthrobacter globiformis; BO265, Alcaligenes

eutrophu_; BO445, Acinetobacter calcoaceticus; BO669 and BO446, P. testeroni; BO259, P.

aeruginosa; and BO450 (currently not typed).

Cesium-purified plasmid DNA was electroporated into these subsurface isolates. Cells that

had received the plasmid were identified by their ability to grow on antibiotic-containing media

that they were initially unable to grow on. Then any antibiotic-resistant colonies were tested for

presence of the newly acquired plasmid DNA by amplifying the tod and tmo genes by the

polymerase chain reaction. Currently we have all four plasmid constructs in BO445, BO450,

BO265, BO669, and BO259. We have successfully transferred pMR604 into BO724 and BO446

at this date. No colonies were formed by BO615 after electroporation with any of the plasmids.

Expression of Biodegradative Capacity

Expression of the rod and tmo genes was monitored by high pressure liquid chromatography

(HPLC) analysis of culture supernatants. Cultures grown in the presence of toluene and

expressing rod or tmo would be expected to convert toluene to cis-dihydrodiol or p-cresol,

respectively.

Strains BO445, BO450, BO265, BO669, and BO259 containing each of the four plasmids

were tested for their ability to degrade toluene. Culture supematants were collected from

cultures that were grown in minimal media containing 20 mM lactate and 100 ppm toluene.

Identical cultures were also set up in the presence of the inducers, IPTG or m-toluic acid, at a

final concentration of 1 mM. The results of HPLC of the culture supernatants obtained after 36

hours of growth are depicted in figures 2 and 3.



None of the parental strains devoid of these 4 plasmids degraded toluene (data not shown) nor

did any strain carrying pMY402. Degradation of toluene by tmo was exhibited in 4 out of 5

strains and inducably in 3 of these 4 strains. Degradation of toluene by tod was successful in 3

out of 5 strains in the presence of the pMR601 construct and in all five strains carrying the

pMR604 construct. Toluene was completely removed from strain BO445 containing pMR601

(induced or noninduced) and by strain BO450 carrying pMR604 (induced or noninduced).

To examine the kinetics of the tmo and tod enzymes a time-course assay was also performed

with the parent and derivatives of BO450 that carried plasmid pMR404 (figure 4) or pMR604

(figure 5) using benzoic acid as the inducer. The results indicate that degradation of toluene by

tod (pMR604) is much more rapid than degradation by tmo (pMR404) in BO450. After 21 hours

only 0.25% of the initial level of toluene remained in the supematant with pMR604, but over

90% was still detectable in the supematant with pMR404. The parental strain BO450 did not

produce detectable level of either compound; thus both plasmids exhibited a considerable level

of constitutive activity.

Future Research

Preliminary results indicate that in some cases recruited tod and tmo enhanced biodegradative

capacity of subsurface bacteria. Additional experiments will test the effects of cell

concentration, growth state, and toluene concentration both on degradation by the engineered

strains and on the ability of these strains to degrade TCE. Strains will then be ready for testing in

subsurface sediments and groundwater to assess their survival and their ability to express the

genes under environmental conditions.

* Pacific Northwest Lab, P.O. Box 999, Mailstop K4-06, Richland WA 99352
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LIST OF FIGURE LEGENDS

FIGURE 1. Plasmid constructs of recruited genes. The IPTG-regulatable pMMB66EH

derivatives are pMY402, encoding the tmo genes, and pMR601, encoding the tod

genes, pMY402 was obtained from Burr Ensley at Amgen, Inc. The benzoate- or m-

toluate-regulatable pNM 185 derivatives are pMR404, encoding the tmo genes, and

pMR604, encoding the tod genes.
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FIGURE 2. p-cresol levels produced by strains BO265, BO259, BO445, BO450, and BO669

with plasmid pMR404 (lightly shaded bar), and pMR404 induced (darkly shaded

bar).
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FIGURE 3. cis-dihydrodiol levels produced by strains BO265, BO259, BO445, BO450, and

BO669 with plasmids pMR601 (open b_u'),pMR601 induced (solid bar), pMR604

(lightly shaded bar), and pMR604 induced (darkly shaded bar).
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FIGURE 4. Time course of p-cresol production by pMR404 in BO450 when induced with

benzoic acid (darkly shaded bar) or noninduced (lightly shaded bar).
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FIGURE 5. Time course of cis-dihydrodiol production by pMR604 in BO450 when induced

with benzoic acid (darkly shaded bar) or noninduced (lightly shaded bar).
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